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Landscapes of Power and Identity is a groundbreaking
comparative history of two colonies on the frontiers of the
Spanish empire—the Sonora region of northwestern Mexico
and the Chiquitos region of eastern Bolivia’s lowlands—from
the late colonial period through the middle of the nineteenth
century. An innovative combination of environmental and
cultural history, this book reflects Cynthia Radding’s more
than two decades of research on Mexico and Bolivia and her
consideration of the relationships between human societies
and the geographic landscapes they inhabit and create. At
first glance, Sonora and Chiquitos are quite different: one a
scrub-covered desert, the other a tropical rainforest of the
greater Amazonian and Paraguayan river basins. Yet the
regions are similar in many ways. Both were located far from
the centers of colonial authority, organized into Jesuit
missions and linked to the principal mining centers of New
Spain and the Andes, and then absorbed into nation-states in
the nineteenth century. In each area, the indigenous
communities encountered European governors, missionaries,
slave hunters, merchants, miners, and ranchers. Radding’s
comparative approach illuminates what happened when
similar institutions of imperial governance, commerce, and
religion were planted in different physical and cultural
environments. She draws on archival documents, published
reports by missionaries and travelers, and previous histories
as well as ecological studies and ethnographies. She also
considers cultural artifacts, including archaeological remains,
architecture, liturgical music, and religious dances. Radding
demonstrates how colonial encounters were conditioned by
both the local landscape and cultural expectations; how the
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colonizers and colonized understood notions of territory and
property; how religion formed the cultural practices and
historical memories of the Sonoran and Chiquitano peoples;
and how the conflict between the indigenous communities
and the surrounding creole societies developed in new
directions well into the nineteenth century.
The volume contributes to disrupt the old grand narrative of
cultural contact and colonialism in Spanish and Portuguese
America in a wide and complete sense. This edited volume
aims at exploring contact archaeology in the modern era.
Archaeology has been exploring the interaction of peoples
and cultures from early times, but only in the last few decades
have cultural contact and material world been recognized as
crucial elements to understanding colonialism and the
emergence of modernity. Modern colonialism studies pose
questions in need of broader answers. This volume explores
these answers in Spanish and Portuguese America,
comprising present-day Latin America and formerly Spanish
territories now part of the United States. The volume
addresses studies of the particular features of SpanishPortuguese colonialism, as well as the specificities of Iberian
colonization, including hybridism, religious novelties, medieval
and modern social features, all mixed in a variety of ways
unique and so different from other areas, particularly the
Anglo-Saxon colonial thrust. Cultural contact studies offer a
particularly in-depth picture of the uniqueness of Latin
America in terms of its cultural mixture. This volume
particularly highlights local histories, revealing novelty,
diversity, and creativity in the conformation of the new
colonial realities, as well as presenting Latin America as a
multicultural arena, with astonishing heterogeneity in
thoughts, experiences, practices, and, material worlds.
Ecologists can spend a lifetime researching a small patch of
the earth, studying the interactions between organisms and
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the environment, and exploring the roles those interactions
play in determining distribution, abundance, and evolutionary
change. With so few ecologists and so many systems to
study, generalizations are essential. But how do you
extrapolate knowledge about a well-studied area and apply it
elsewhere? Through a range of original essays written by
eminent ecologists and naturalists, The Ecology of Place
explores how place-focused research yields exportable
general knowledge as well as practical local knowledge, and
how society can facilitate ecological understanding by
investing in field sites, place-centered databases,
interdisciplinary collaborations, and field-oriented education
programs that emphasize natural history. This unique
patchwork of case-study narratives, philosophical musings,
and historical analyses is tied together with commentaries
from editors Ian Billick and Mary Price that develop and
synthesize common threads. The result is a unique volume
rich with all-too-rare insights into how science is actually
done, as told by scientists themselves.
Evo Morales, Bolivia's first Indigenous president, won
reelection three times on a leftist platform championing
Indigenous rights, anti-imperialism, and Bolivian control over
the country's natural gas reserves. In Bolivia in the Age of
Gas, Bret Gustafson explores how the struggle over natural
gas has reshaped Bolivia, along with the rise, and ultimate
fall, of the country's first Indigenous-led government.
Rethinking current events against the backdrop of a longer
history of oil and gas politics and military intervention,
Gustafson shows how natural gas wealth brought a measure
of economic independence and redistribution, yet also
reproduced political and economic relationships that
contradicted popular and Indigenous aspirations for radical
change. Though grounded in the unique complexities of
Bolivia, the volume argues that fossil-fuel political economies
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worldwide are central to the reproduction of militarism and
racial capitalism and suggests that progressive change
demands moving beyond fossil-fuel dependence and the
social and ecological ills that come with it.
Vacation Goose Travel Guide Santa Cruz Bolivia is an easy
to use small pocket book filled with all you need for your stay
in the big city. Top 28 city attractions, top 17 nightlife
adventures, top 50 city restaurants, top 6 shopping centers,
top 49 hotels, and more than a dozen monthly weather
statistics. This travel guide is up to date with the latest
developments of the city as of 2017. We hope you let this
pocket book be part of yet another fun Santa Cruz adventure
:)
One of South America's most stunning spectacles, the great
Salar de Uvuni salt lake, is here as well as Lake Titicaca.
Bolivia retains its pre-Columbian traditions more than any
other country in South America, with agricultural practices
unchanged since the Incas, and traditional festivals and
markets. It also has modern nightclubs, comfortable hotels
and ecolodges, and is the ideal place to soak up some Latin
American culture before the onset of mass tourism.
The previously published list of Coleoptera holotypes in the
Museo de Historia Natural, Noel Kempff Mercado (MNKM),
Santa Cruz, Bolivia is updated to include those deposited in
the Museo since then though the end of 2015. Literature
citations for the original descriptions of each listed holotype
are also provided along with summary comments regarding
family composition and authorship of included species.
Photographs of collector, authors, habitats, and major
Bolivian type repositories are provided.
Baudoin's beguiling portrayals of day-to-day lives belie the
unsettling feeling of things unseen and unsaid, and on the
verge of falling apart. In the title story, a pregnant woman on
an eco-adventure to escape a recent break-up finds herself
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heading towards an even murkier future. In "Mengele in
Love," a chambermaid in a hotel reminisces about her lost
love for a previous resident. As Alberto Manguel observes in
his introduction "each story takes a situation to unexpected
extremes, and the endings are always surprising and subtly
justified."

A set of case studies was prepared as part of the
World Bank's Water Global Practice initiative
'Wastewater. Shifting paradigms: from waste to
resource' to document existing experiences in the
water sector on the topic. The case studies highlight
innovative financing and contractual arrangements,
innovative regulations and legislation and innovative
project designs that promote integrated planning,
resource recovery and that enhance the financial
and environmental sustainability of wastewater
treatment plants. This case study documents Santa
Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia.
"Gabriela Zamorano Villarreal examines the political
dimension of indigenous media production and
distribution as a means by which indigenous
organizations articulate new claims on national
politics in Bolivia, a country experiencing one of the
most notable cases of social mobilization and
indigenous-based constitutional transformation in
contemporary Latin America. Based on fieldwork in
Bolivia from 2005 to 2007, Zamorano Villarreal
details how grassroots indigenous media production
has been instrumental to indigenous political
demands for a Constituent
Assembly and for
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implementing the new Constitution within Evo
Morales controversial administration."--Provided by
publisher.
Are you looking for a beautiful, simple journal, diary
or notebook for your trip to Santa Cruz de la Sierra?
This is a blank journal that is a perfect Gift for
someone planning their travel to Santa Cruz de la
Sierra in Bolivia. Use it as Notebook, Diary, to
Journal or just like any other notebook. Other details
include: 120 pages, 6x9, cream paper and a
beautiful matte-finished cover. Make sure to look at
our other products for more City trip journals.
In the wake of a 1952 revolution, leaders of Bolivia's
National Revolutionary Movement (MNR) embarked
on a program of internal colonization known as the
"March to the East." In an impoverished country
dependent on highland mining, the MNR sought to
convert the nation's vast "undeveloped" Amazonian
frontier into farmland, hoping to achieve food
security, territorial integrity, and demographic
balance. To do so, they encouraged hundreds of
thousands of Indigenous Bolivians to relocate from
the "overcrowded" Andes to the tropical lowlands,
but also welcomed surprising transnational migrant
streams, including horse-and-buggy Mennonites
from Mexico and displaced Okinawans from across
the Pacific. Ben Nobbs-Thiessen details the
multifaceted results of these migrations on the
environment of the South American interior. As he
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reveals, one of the "migrants" with the greatest
impact was the soybean, which Bolivia embraced as
a profitable cash crop while eschewing earlier goals
of food security, creating a new model for extractive
export agriculture. Half a century of colonization
would transform the small regional capital of Santa
Cruz de la Sierra into Bolivia's largest city, and the
diverging stories of Andean, Mennonite, and
Okinawan migrants complicate our understandings
of tradition, modernity, foreignness, and belonging in
the heart of a rising agro-industrial empire.
Introductory surveys cover topics of regional
importance; individual country chapters include
analysis, statistics and directory information; plus
information on regional organizations
This volume covers: fast approximate string
matching in a dictionary; approximation algorithms
for longest common subsequences; evidence
accumulation with competition in information
retrieval; searching the web; in-place lengthrestricted prefix coding; direct pattern matching; and
more."
"International Development Research Centre."
All too often, travel writers plunge into seemingly
obscure parts of the globe with little knowledge of
where they are, whom they are among, or what has
happened there in the past. In this trend-breaking
anti travel book, Richard Gott describes his own
journey through the heart of South America, across
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the swampland that forms the watershed between
the River Plate and the River Amazon. But the story
of his expedition takes second place to a brilliant
resurrection of the historical events in the area over
five hundred years, of the people who have lived
there and the visitors who have made the same
journey. The land crossed by the Upper Paraguay
river once formed the contested frontier in South
America between Spanish and Portuguese territory.
The Portuguese sent expeditions through it in
attempts to reach the Spanish silver mines of the
Andes, and the Jesuits (supported by the monarch in
Madrid) established strategic hamlets—the famous
Indian missions—to stabilize the frontier. But this was
not the beginning or end of conflict in the area.
Earlier, the Guarani-speaking Indian nations of
Paraguay had made violent contact across the
swamp with the Quechua-speakers of the Inca
empire; later, after the departure of the Spaniards,
the nineteenth century witnessed a prolonged period
of purposeful extermination of the local peoples.
Since the Spanish conquest, the area has seen an
endless procession of newcomers pursuing
unsuitable and utopian programmes of economic
and social development that have inevitably ended in
disaster for the local population. Intermingling
accounts of his own travels over many years with
those Jesuit priests, Spanish conquistadors and
Portuguese Mamelukes, together with those of other
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visitors such as Alcides D'Orbigny, Theodore
Roosevelt, and Claude Levi-Strauss, Richard Gott
weaves a complex web of narrative that brings to life
the almost unknown frontier land of Brazil, Bolivia
and Paraguay. Both gripping and polemical, Land
Without Evil is a significant contribution to our
knowledge of South America.
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